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Our Vision and Values

Over the past 30 years, Catalyst has developed personalised and holistic services to help people make the
changes they need to make. We believe change is achievable when facilitated by skilled professional staff
and volunteers offering a friendly, respectful, non-judgemental and personal approach.

It’s not just about what we offer, but how we offer it.

We see it as part of the Catalyst PACT:

Personal
You are a person to us and we will listen to you

Active
You will always know what we are doing

Collaborative
We will be working with you and for you

Trust
We will respect and increase the trust between
us
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Foreword by our Patron Lady O’Connor

Catalyst celebrated 30 years of operation in
2019 with a party that reminded all present
- volunteers, former clients, partners, staff,
founders and supporters, why we came into
existence as SAdAS ( Surrey Alcohol and Drug
Advisory Service) in 1989.

We have been part of Surrey’s provision
for those struggling with a range of
issues for many years, with our roots
in a counselling and advice service for
problem drinkers.
Over the years, Catalyst has extended
and expanded its support network for
adults and families addressing many
problems with its focus on individual
and group work and counselling. What
has not changed though, is the mission
to enable change through clients’ own
identified needs, through active and
non-judgmental listening, designed to
empower clients with the confidence
and skills to make the life changes they
want and need. Hence the Catalyst
name change, which is how we see
ourselves, the “catalyst” for change.
The presentations at our April
Celebration, by two former clients, who
have used their learning journey to
become volunteers for Catalyst, were a
powerful confirmation of the effectiveness
of Catalyst’s work. As their Patron, I am
proud to have seen and heard first hand
how Catalyst brings hope to many who
have taken the brave decision to make
positive changes, by engagement with
their services.
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Catalyst has continued to forge
relationships and partnerships with
other organisations within the Health
and Public Sectors, and the Voluntary
Sector, across Surrey, to broaden the
number of clients that can be supported,
and to make the best use of funding
opportunities through collaborations.
However, there is always more work to
be done, and with the continued help of
all our supporters, we hope to continue
for at least another 30 years!

Louise
Lady O’Connor DL

CATALYST SUPPORT LIMITED

Chair of Trustees Statement

After 30 years of service provision in Surrey, it
is right to open with a big thanks to our patron,
all the past and current trustees, employees,
counsellors, volunteers, supporters, and funders.
You all helped establish, define and develop this
charity to what is it today. Now we look forward
with excitement to the next 30 years.

each is a governance portfolio holder
for specific subjects within the charity,
such as Whistleblowing, Crisis & Risk
Management, Ethics, Health & Safety
and Finance.
Ensuring the charity can secure the
finances it needs is a never ending
challenge. Thankfully, through hard
work and careful planning we continued in
2018-19 to win essential project funding
which has helped enabled us to remain
a successful charity.
To stay successful, the leadership team,
working with the Board of Trustees, made
changes to some aspects of the charity’s
operating and accountability model, so
that we could better focus our services
(support and operational) to better meet
today’s fast moving and changing society.
We have continued to ensure that the
seven principles of the Code of Good
Governance flow throughout the
organisation, at all levels. To assist in
this (in addition to our quarterly Board
meetings and our Finance Committee)
during the year we set up a Strategy
and Business Development Committee,
and a Best Practice and Operational
Performance Committee made up of
staff and trustees. In addition, trustees
regularly attended other meetings, plus
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Catalyst continues to raise awareness
across the county of the value of the
voluntary sector. We often deliver
what the statutory sector cannot, but
by working together we can be even
more successful thereby ensuring that
a change for good in people’s lives is
really achievable. Such a change is best
achieved when facilitated by skilled staff,
counsellors and volunteers offering a
friendly, respectful, non-judgmental and
personal approach, even in the most
difficult of circumstances. It is therefore
not surprising that in 2018-19 Catalyst
became even more involved than ever
before in driving forward innovative
partnership arrangements that work
practically for those in most need. Helping
to ensure those that access services,
in or through Catalyst, now and in the
future, really do have the opportunity
to both overcome life’s challenges and
develop skills to unlock their potential.

Warren Rockett
Chair of Trustees

CATALYST SUPPORT LIMITED

Chief Executive’s Statement

Over the years we have seen changes
in Surrey that have affected the way
we deliver services and whilst this has
impacted on staffing and the services
provided, I believe it has made us all
work in a very different way. In shaping
a future with less money for community
care, we need to become integrated
as a partnership - changing together
to offer people decent, local services
which they can trust.

A recent example of integration has been
the co-design of drug and alcohol services.
Working alongside Public Health and Surrey
and Borders Partnership NHS Foundation
Trust (SABP) to model the i:access service
to include Tier 2 work is a first for Surrey.
Together as a Programme Board we met
with the primary aim of bringing three
different services together to collaborate
and deliver. Over the past year we have
reworked the model to meet the needs of
the people who use the service and have
seen two different cultures coming together
and made strides for the Charity to be seen
as an equal to our statutory partners.
Catalyst’s first experience of partnership
working was through the Community
Connections service some six years ago in
which we sub-contract seven other Charities
to deliver aspects of the contract. Our
partnership continues with SABP through
Safe Havens and the pilot year of Primary
Care Networks in Guildford North, Chertsey,
Ottershaw and Crouch Oak. The benefits
of these partnerships are endless but the
fundamental advantage is we can collaborate
and improve services for people as well as
make savings for the sector.
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There needs to be a recognition that the
voluntary, community and faith sector are
seen as equal to and as professional as our
statutory partners. I have been surprised
by the varied understanding across the County
of who and what the VCFS is; I want to
clarify it is not always about people “doing
good” in a voluntary capacity for free. I am
proud of the diverse skills, knowledge and
education of the staff, volunteers and peers
in Catalyst who work to the same governance
and good practice as our counterparts offering
services.
It is for this reason that I applied to Health
Education England in 2018 for a Darzi
Fellow and I am delighted to say Catalyst
will be the first charity in Surrey to host
a Fellow. Our project is : “Identifying and
breaking down barriers to cooperation
between the VCFS and statutory partners
to improve serving the needs of people
seeking support from services, make best
use of funding, give individuals choice and
recognising shared objectives”.
As we move into the future together we
need to value everyone’s contribution to
see the service, not the organisation and
to support system-wide change. Within

CATALYST SUPPORT LIMITED

“people are not defined by their
physical or mental health but as a
person.”

Catalyst we are embracing the use of digital
technology to improve accessibility for
people needing our services, offering staff
a different way of working and attracting a
flexible workforce. Attracting people into
the sector needs to be creative in what we
are able to offer people to be seen as viable
employers. We have made a start with
our telephone system and will be offering
Skype as a means of contacting people who
are not able to attend appointments due
to other commitments or their physical or
mental health needs.
From its creation to the current day, Catalyst
has focused on the benefits of local
expertise with local people and volunteers,
and retained its roots by developing the
work of hard to engage people and families.
We have diversified our workforce
introducing Lead roles to support our
services; culturally we are able to adapt
and position ourselves to provide services
that are unique and innovative.
Service user and peer mentor development
are key for us to learn how we are delivering
our services; developing and changing
to make them more targeted in meeting
needs is paramount in growing the Charity.
It is for this reason Catalyst has invested
in a Service User Development Lead to
support people’s development into future
roles, training and/or employment and in
time to have a bottom up approach within
the Charity.
Catalyst has always put the person at the
heart of the services it delivers and
I believe the success of the Charity is
because people are not defined by their
physical or mental health but as a person. It
truly is about helping people change.

9

FIRST CHARITY IN SURREY TO
HOST A DARZI FELLOW

HELPING
PEOPLE CHANGE

SINCE 1989

“We will continue to support the
system wide change to keep improving
our services for our community”

Report of the Directors and Trustees for the
Year ended 31 March 2019
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Objectives and Activities
Our Reach Out counselling
service seeks to help people
to deal with the traumas
which have led them to
problems with alcohol and
drugs and includes support
groups for friends and family.
This service also provides
groups for friends, families
and carers. In partnership
with Surrey and Borders
Partnership NHS Foundation
Trust, we deliver adult drug
and alcohol support including
SMART groups and needle
exchanges. As part of
Community Connections,
we offer one to one and
group support in partnership
supporting mental health and
wellbeing for those struggling
with a range of mental health
challenges. All our services
are free and available for people
to refer themselves.

The trustees confirm that
they have complied with the
requirements of Section 4
of the Charities Act 2011 to
have due regard to the public
benefit guidance published
by the Charity Commission
for England and Wales.

Catalyst Support Limited is
a non-profit organisation
working with people in Surrey
who are dealing with issues
stemming from drug and
alcohol misuse and mental
health and wellbeing needs. A
welcoming and non-judgemental
ethos is common to all our
work, along with high professional
standards.

The organisation works with
people to improve their lives
in terms of stability and
wellbeing, with the aim of
reducing harm to themselves
and the community. We do
this through a number of
different projects across the
county, some ongoing and
some which are new areas of
work.

Much of the work that Catalyst
delivers is due to our dedicated
and resourceful volunteers
who work hard to provide
extra additional support
which is rarely funded. Our
subsidiary social enterprise
company, Alpha Extreme
Services Limited, combines
extreme cleans and specialist
work with challenging and
vulnerable people and any
profits are returned to
Catalyst to provide additional
support.

Projects are funded through
donations, commissioned
work (Surrey County Council,
Public Health and NHS), the
National Community Lottery
Fund and other funders.
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2018 - 2019 - Achievements and Performance

Catalyst partnered with Surrey and Borders
Partnership NHS Foundation Trust to deliver
Integrated Substance Misuse Services in
Surrey (i-access).

3
hubs

We continued to offer our
Reach Out Counselling service
addressing issues arising from
substance use for individuals
and friends and family members
across the county in a variety of
venues, while also expanding
the Friends and Family group
support.

CHI

After the innovative co-design work
of the latter part of 2017, the i-access
service began in April 2018, with
Catalyst staff being co-located with
SABP colleagues in three hubs across
Surrey: Farnham Road Hospital in
Guildford, Abraham Cowley Unit in
Chertsey and the Wingfield Centre in
Redhill.

5

Treatment
groups

10
Peer Led
groups

With the changes to the adult
drug and alcohol service, Catalyst
was able to develop additional
peer-supported SMART
(Self-Management and Recovery
Training) groups in order to
respond to demand for support
around harmful and high risk
drinking.

The challenging and specialist work of the CHI (Catalyst
High Impact) team working with some of the most
disengaged and vulnerable long-term drinkers continued
to reinforce Catalyst’s ability to work in often difficult
areas to ensure the best outcomes for people.

This ethos is also embodied in the work of
our social enterprise, Alpha Extreme Services,
who continued to expand as demand for their
highly specialised skills increased.

12
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“

I have felt accepted and not judged

The partnership service, i-access
also launched a new daily support
ambulatory detox service and staff
have had opportunities to learn from
and share knowledge and experience
with their NHS team members.
The service saw over
with over

4,000

referrals and worked

3,000 people to address a range of

issues around alcohol and drug use.

We became more
seamless in the way
we offered our mental
health services offering
one to one and group
work, whilst still able
to offer a simple cross
referral into other
support where needed.

Towards the end of the financial year, Catalyst was involved in planning
and preparing to pilot innovative wellbeing support based in GP practices,
which will be rolled out in 2019. Our involvement with three of the five
adult Safe Haven out of hours mental health crisis venues continued as
these were now part of the longer-term Community Connections contract.
We partnered with #wearewoking
on the Beat The Blues campaign,
raising awareness on support
available for mental health in
Surrey.
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We started planning
for our 30th
Anniversary Year

OUR
OUR
LEADERSHIP
PROJECTS
TEAM

PEOPLE
All the work we do focuses on our clients - we have
been supporting people in Surrey for over 30 years.

Reach Out Counselling
Reach Out Counselling, funded by the National
Lottery Community Fund, continues to offer a
unique service to adults in Surrey by providing
personalised and professional support to people
using substances and to those affected by
someone else’s use. This year an average of 40
volunteer counsellors delivered 100 hours per
week of one to one counselling across 11 venues
in Surrey when at full capacity, and included
12 new trainees who started their placement
in March 2018, part of the continuous process
of review and refresh. We piloted and delivered
couples counselling for the first time this year as
outlined in last year’s report by using experienced
and qualified counsellors to offer the best
experience.
In addition, Reach Out expanded the number of
Friends & Family support groups from four to six
[Woking, Guildford, Redhill, Staines, Camberley and
Dorking] to be more widely accessible. These
groups are facilitated by a bank of 10 - 15 volunteer
group workers, and as with the counselling, offer
a vital support which is not available elsewhere.
Training, development and supervision remains a
priority and we bolstered the existing supervision
for counsellors through accredited supervisors,
in order to meet BACP (British Association of
Counselling Professionals) requirements, thanks
to funding from the Community Foundation for
Surrey.

“

the service you provided helped me to restore dignity
and order to my life

PEOPLE

We work
a is
range
organisations
Working
with with
people
whatof
weother
do best.
We work
and
across
Surrey,
delivering
with
ourcharities
people, helping
them
to move
forward in a
their
recovery.
muti-agency
approach and always putting
the clients’ needs first.

| PEER MENTORS
Catalyst has a long history of client involvement
in the services they offer, and has always looked
to put peers at the heart of what we do. Following
a change in structure towards the end of 2018,
one of the organisations most experienced
senior managers, Gus MacKenzie, took on the
role of Service User Development Lead with the
brief of growing, developing and widening the
opportunities, involvement and support for the
people we work with. Building on the existing
network of group facilitators for SMART (Self
Management and Recovery Training) for alcohol
and drug problems and Family and Friends, we
began to develop:
•
•
•

16

Service user involvement
Peer Mentor development
Supporting and developing the Peer Lead
SMART programme
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Service users in the Guildford area have developed
a service user feedback questionnaire aimed at
people accessing the Peer lead SMART programme
identifying where people are accessing the information
in the community and improving access to the
programme.
Work began on initiating an accredited Peer
Mentor Programme and currently there are
already 12 people ready to access the training.
Over the year the Peer-led groups have increased
from seven to ten – offering flexible days and
times in Staines, Guildford, Molesey, Redhill,
Camberley, Dorking, Woking, Reigate, Epsom and
Merstham.
Peer facilitators attended a partnership meeting
arranged by Reigate and Banstead Council which
resulted in one of the new groups being offered

CATALYST SUPPORT LIMITED

“

over the year our
Peer- Led groups have
increased from 7 to 10 ”

WE NOW HAVE

a free venue and another group having access
to a venue with the possibility of accessing
funding to support the group.
Peer Facilitators are having a hugely positive
effect on others and giving them inspiration
and confidence to get involved. We provide
support, training and supervision to ensure
that people are involved and secure.

“

work with them as

individuals, looking at
what they want and
need

”

PEOPLE

The unique work of Alpha, the social enterprise wholly
owned by Catalyst Support Limited, provides very
specialised support for vulnerable individuals. Alpha has
continued to go from strength to strength and it now has
a 15 person team.

ALPHA - OUR SOCIAL ENTERPRISE
AND THEY CONTINUE TO GROW...

HIGHLIGHTS
Played a key part in gaining
the cuckooing work Catalyst
are piloting.
Central to the Catalyst ethos
of working with the most
vulnerable, Alpha is able to
provide additional financial
support for special projects,
research and additional
staffing.

18
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15

staff

56

clients

150 hours of support per week
50 extreme cleans per year

CATALYST SUPPORT LIMITED

PARTNERSHIP

We work with a range of other organisations and
charities across Surrey, delivering a muti-agency
approach and always putting the clients’ needs
first.

Catalyst has been part of the Surrey 2030 Community Vision and
are committed to work together to achieve for the people we serve.

BY 2030 WE WANT....

People to live
healthy and fulfilling
lives

Individuals to
achieve their full
potential and
contribute to their
community

Corporate Strategy - we are developing a Welcoming
and Supportive Community Strategy. Our vision is
that:
•
•
•
•
•

There are strong and active social networks
No-one is socially isolated
Community assets are known and used to the full
Individuals and families support one another
People are healthy and well, happy and safe

Communities to
feel supported
and people to be
able to support
each other

A combination of reduced public expenditure,
an ageing population, and increasingly complex
socio-economic needs are creating rising pressures
on public services. Just as resource is being
pared back, we are living longer and many of
us now have one or more long term conditions
which require ongoing management. For services
to be sustainable in the future, they will need
to make a shift away from acute response to
prevention in the context of the wider support
networks.

At a community level, there is evidence that participation can lead to greater cohesion and a sense of greater
belonging within the community. It is for these reasons Catalyst is committed to assisting its clients to build on
social connections between people from different background and groups to create support networks.

19
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i-access
The partnership with SABP to deliver alcohol and drug services in Surrey
April 2018 saw the launch of a new way of working for the charity as it partnered with Surrey and Borders
Partnership NHS Foundation Trust to deliver an integrated substance misuse service for adults. Co-designed
and co-located, this was a new way of working for both organisations in Surrey and has provided many
opportunities to learn from each other in the drive to provide the best support and care for people.
WE HAVE:

Helped Develop SMART

Worked as a Team

Co-located in SABP premises

Instrumental in supporting
existing peer led SMART
meetings

Developed the Ambulatory
detoxification group programme
- Catalyst staff have facilitated
these groups during the year

Completed SABP induction and
SystmOne database training
Received needle exchange
training, Hep C training, MI and
brief intervention training

Instrumental in helping to
develop two new SMART
meetings – Reigate (Saturdays)
and Merstham

Developed a new recovery café
in Redhill

Provided group supervision to
SMART facilitators

Supported the development of a
recovery café in Farnham

Taken on all treatment provider
SMART groups

Supported SABP staff to facilitate
abstinence preparation and
relapse prevention groups

Provided group facilitation
training to staff, peers and
volunteers

Facilitated the Non abstinence
group (NAG)
Engaged with local Job centres
to generate more referrals, raise
awareness and provide support to
staff
Engaged with local CMHRS teams
to generate more referrals, raise
awareness and support staff
Carried out re-integration (outreach)
duties to contact clients who have
dropped out of treatment
prematurely

I-ACCESS - THE
FIRST YEAR

95%

would recommend us to someone else

Clients stated they
progressed further than
they had expected and
that we helped in their
recovery

Clients stated that they
felt they received the
support they needed

It was mentioned that
the team are always
very friendly and deliver
the service with a smile
on their faces

People felt welcomed,
valued and respected

STATISTICS:
Achievements:

Clients:

4,125 referrals processd

79
per
week

3,042 clients treated

66%
Male

21

34%

Female
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4,101 Care Plan goals
achieved
30,098 appointments
have been attended

CATALYST SUPPORT LIMITED

579
per
week

PARTNERSHIP
PARTNERSHIP

The work we do for mental health and wellbeing is
growing - we are one of the three lead providers for
Community Connections Surrey.

PROGRESS

clients have come to us
for support with their
mental health
of referrals come from
Community Mental
Health teams

of clients self refer

They have helped me learn to cope
with being around groups of people
and reduce my isolation as well as
empowering me to take control of
my life” Amigo client

Community Connections - The Welcome Project
2018 -2019 saw the second year of the expanded Community
Connections service with Catalyst as the largest single provider
covering the Clinical Commissioning Group areas of Guildford,
Waverley, Surrey Heath, Farnham, Spelthorne, Runnymede,
Woking and West Elmbridge.
Working with a range of partners, the teams of Community link
workers provided one to one support linking people with
appropriate activities, skills and community organisations.
The Welcome Project can work with people struggling with a
range of issues from loneliness and isolation, anxiety and
depression to more complex conditions – all in a welcoming
and professional way. Among our many partners (Oakleaf,
Guildford Action, CornerHouse, Mary Frances Trust, Canterbury
Care, Creative Response) we also work with two voluntary
organisations, Voluntary Action South West Surrey and Voluntary
Support North Surrey who deliver services aimed at linking
volunteers with people who need that extra little bit of support
to feel part of their community. Named Welcome Buddies and
Amigo, they have proved a real benefit to many people.

22
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Our Safe Havens
We are proud of our continued involvement in three of
the five Safe Havens in Surrey. Safe Havens offer welcoming
out of hours for anyone experiencing a mental health crisis
or to prevent them going in to crisis. One of the aims is
to take pressure of accident and emergency and offer a
more appropriate environment. Carers are welcome too.
With psychiatric support from Surrey and Borders Partnership
Foundation NHS Trust and two wellbeing workers from
organisations like Catalyst, the Safe Havens are located in
Aldershot, Woking, Guildford, Epsom and Redhill.

Safe Havens are open 365 days a year, including

weekends and Bank holidays. Since 2016, they have
made a significant contribution to mental health and
wellbeing in Surrey. In order to best meet the needs, the
Safe Havens open:
6pm - 8pm: Open to all those experiencing a mental
health crisis and those needing ongoing support for their
wellbeing.

Out of hours help and support to
people and their carers who
are experiencing a mental health
crisis or emotional distress.
Locations we are part of:
Woking, Guildford & Aldershot
Open 365 days a year

8pm – 11pm: Open to those experiencing a mental health
crisis only

“

the outcomes, although small, can be huge

“

I was never judged but
understood and the
empathy that was shown to

WORKING WITH HIGH IMPACT DRINKERS

me, raised my self esteem
C H I - Catalyst High Impact
The specialist work which the CHI (Catalyst High Impact) team has provided since April 2017
is a positive example of the more challenging and innovative projects Catalyst undertakes.
Commissioned in 2017 by Public Health, with funding from the Office of the Police and Crime
Commissioner, it uses an assertive outreach team approach with high impact treatment
resistant drinkers to reduce the impact on themselves, their communities and on other services
like hospitals, ambulance and police. They are able to work over time to gain trust and build
positive relationships to engage and work with them as individuals, looking at what they want
and need.
In addition to alcohol and drug misuse, vulnerable clients are often experiencing other challenges
including homelessness and poor mental health. By implementing early intervention strategies,
CHI help tackle these wider complex issues.

Working in partnership with:

24
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All our work is very client focused and we value their
feedback. Here are just a few testimonials during the
last year.....

Thank you for all your help, knowledge and support.
I feel hopeful for the first time in years.

best counsellor I have ever seen... approaches counselling in a way that’s
enabled me to open up and get to the full circle of seeing myself for who I
really am.

Very professional service. Like the fact that I didn’t
feel insecure and more open than I expected.

Open, listening, genuine, emotional and mental
connections. Treated like a human being

25
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PROGRESS

As we grow as a Charity we strive to remain true to
our values ensuring our projects meet the needs of
the people who seek to use our services.

PROGRESS

Future Planning
We value the input of our peer
mentors who come with lived
experience. We have been working
with LASER/OCN to implement an
accredited training programme to
support learning for people who
are looking to work in the sector or
to expand their remit with partner
organisations. Development of
peer mentor roles will support the
delivery of services, give them a
voice for changing service delivery,
the opportunity to work and learn
from the staff team and vice versa.
The successful appointment of a
Darzi Fellow, the first for a Surrey
Charity, to undertake our project
in identifying and breaking down
barriers to cooperation between
the Voluntary Community and Faith
Sector and statutory partners to
improve serving the needs of people
seeking support from services,
make best use of funding, give
individuals choice and recognising
shared objectives. The outcome
of the project will take us a step
forward in recognising the value of
services and for the VCFS to recognise
their true value when supporting
an integrated care system.

LASER / OCN Training
Catalyst has been approved as
an accredited learning centre
to deliver and assess a peer
mentoring programme.

Darzi Fellow - Finding
Solutions and Best Practice
for all sectors
Our Darzi Fellow has a background
as a nurse working with Substance
Misuse and Mental Health and
has worked across a number of
inpatient and community settings.

APPLY TO BE A
DARZI FELLOW
TODAY!

Come to our information afternoon
on 19 November 2018 at Arora,
Crawley and find out about some of
the projects on offer this year.
www.kssahsn.net/Darzi
kssahsn.darzi@nhs.net
07885 202440

26

Training and
Development

Integrated
Care System

Digital
Technology

Fundraising
Strategy

Innovative
Ideas

To move forward in a changing
world, we are looking at how we can
become more innovative in how we
work with clients without diluting
the offer of face to face work and it
is for this reason we are integrating
digital technology as an alternative
to meet the needs of people who
are not able to make a face to face
appointment. Workforce is a key
issue in attracting people into the
sector and we need to be creative
in what we are able to offer staff
to be seen as viable employers; it
is for this reason we are reviewing
our digital technology to appeal to
workforce in a more flexible way.
In this, our 30th Anniversary year,
we are putting additional focus into
our Fundraising strategy. Increased
costs and economic uncertainty all
lead to a challenging environment,
and we need to put in place strong
foundations and building blocks that
generate income to deliver
independent and innovative work.
Focusing on creating a great client
experience means a shift in mind-set
away from a traditional measure of
financial return on investment and
towards a return on experience.
Improving the quality and experience
of existing clients and attracting new
ones are, quite rightly, seen as key
priorities.

27
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Build
Relationships

Employee
Satisfaction

Building deep, authentic relationships
will be at the heart of Catalyst as we
integrate as a system; demonstrating
to commissioners the benefit at this
way of working.

“

Thank you for all your
help, knowledge and
support. I feel hopeful
for the first time in years

CATALYST SUPPORT LIMITED

OUR
STRUCTURE

In 2018 - 19, we operated
out of

5 locations:

Guildford, Woking, Camberley,
Godalming and Staines

and co-located with Surrey
and Borders Partnership NHS
Foundation Trust in

3 locations:

Redhill, Chertsey and Guildford

EMPLOYEES
From a full and part-time staff of 70 in April 2018,
it reached 83 by the end of March 2019.
Employee costs are the largest element of Catalyst’s
expense. It is recognised by the Trustees and the
Leadership Team that providing value for money
and consistency of service is dependent upon the
effective deployment and quality of its employees.

TRUSTEES
We currently have 6 Trustees on our board, with a
varied and appropiate skillbase. In 2019 -20 we aim
to attract more Trustees.
One of our Trustees has remained on our board
for over 21 years!

LEADERSHIP TEAM
The CEO has, with the Trustees’ approval, created
a management structure to support and achieve
the goals of the charity. Our charity is governed by
The Leadership Team, which comprises of 6 team

members looking after different parts of
the charity.

OUR FUNDS

Statutory

84%

Alpha

15%

Grants /
Donations

1%

Expenditure
2018 / 19
(2.7M)

Income
2018 / 19
(2.7M)

Salaries

49%

Charitable
Activities

37%

Other

14%

This year has seen an increase of over £2000 in donations - a huge thank you
to our supporters
86% of our funds have been spent on supporting our clients this year
Principal Funding Sources
The principal funding sources for the Charity arise under the service level agreements it has entered into with
commissioning bodies. For the three largest, by value per annum, of these contracts effective during the year,
the commissioners were:
Surrey County Council and Clinical
Commissioning Groups

The National Lottery Community
Fund

Surrey and Borders Partnership
NHS Foundation Trust (SABP)

Other Funders: Community Foundation

Community Connections
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Reach Out Counselling

for Surrey, Walton Charity, Surrey
Police and the Office of the Police
Drug and Alcohol services
and Crime Commissioner
CATALYST SUPPORT LIMITED
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Catalyst would not be able to continue its work without
the support of many people and organisations.

Thank you to our

individual donors
especially to clients
who donate in
recognition of the
benefits they experience

Thank you to our

staff and volunteers
for their work

Thank you to our funders:

Thank you to our many partner organisations:

Surrey County Council
NHS Clinical
Commissioning Groups
Surrey and Borders
Partnership NHS
Foundation Trust
The National Lottery
Community Fund

Community Foundation
for Surrey

Walton Charity

Office of the Police and
Crime Commissioner
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CATALYST SUPPORT LIMITED

Find Out More

Helping People Change Since 1989

Catalyst
14 Jenner Road
Guildford GU1 3PL
01483 590 150

07909 631 623

info@catalystsupport.org.uk

www.catalystsupport.org.uk

@CATALYSTethos

